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for

There may be some prepositions in the exercises that are not on this list.
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Exercise 6
Complete the following text with the correct prepositions.

E

Picnic in the Park

Tom is so happy because his older cousin, Matt, is taking him ________ the
park for a picnic. First, they have to prepare a basket ________ food for the

PL

picnic. Matt tells Tom to get the knives and forks ready. He finds them
________ the drawer and gives them to Matt.

Tom sees that Matt has already put the food ________ the basket. Before
leaving, Matt remembers that they need a mat to put ________ the ground.

M

He asks Tom to put it ________ top of the basket.

Tom feels excited when they arrive ________ the park. They find a nice
shady spot ________ a tree. They are all ready to enjoy a tasty meal

SA

________ such a beautiful day!

Thinking Skills
Do you like picnics?
Why?
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Exercise 6 - Answers
Complete the following text with the correct prepositions.

E

Picnic in the Park

Tom is so happy because his older cousin, Matt, is taking him to the park for
a picnic. First, they have to prepare a basket of food for the picnic. Matt tells

them to Matt.

PL

Tom to get the knives and forks ready. He finds them in the drawer and gives

Tom sees that Matt has already put the food in/into the basket. Before

leaving, Matt remembers that they need a mat to put on the ground. He asks
Tom to put it on top of the basket.

M

Tom is excited when they arrive at the park. They find a nice shady spot
near/under/beside/by a tree. They are all ready to enjoy a tasty meal on such

SA

a beautiful day!

Thinking Skills
Do you like picnics?
Why?

